Atomically thin 2-dimensional heterostructures are a promising, novel class of materials with groundbreaking properties. The possiblity of choosing the many constituent components and their proportions allows optimizing these materials to specific requirements. The wide adaptability comes with a cost of large parameter space making it hard to experimentally test all the possibilities. Instead, efficient computational modelling is needed. However, large range of relevant time and length scales related to physics of polycrystalline materials poses a challenge for computational studies. To this end, we present an efficient and flexible phase-field crystal model to describe the atomic configurations of multiple atomic species and phases coexisting in the same physical domain. We extensively benchmark the model for two-dimensional binary systems in terms of their elastic properties and phase boundary configurations and their energetics. As a concrete example, we demonstrate modelling lateral heterostructures of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride. We consider both idealized bicrystals and large-scale systems with random phase distributions. We find consistent relative elastic moduli and lattice constants, as well as realistic continuous interfaces and faceted crystal shapes. Zigzag-oriented interfaces are observed to display the lowest formation energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most scientifically and technologically important materials are composed of multiple atomic species and phases with different chemical compositions, lattice structures and elastic properties. Some everyday examples include wood, rock, metallic alloys, and concrete. Such three-dimensional (3D) materials have been used for thousands of years and efforts towards their development continue in the age of nanophysics. Some modern examples include e.g. fiber-reinforced polymers and semiconductor heterostructures. The past decade has seen the emergence of a completely new type of materials, the atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) materials. The extraordinary properties of single component 2D materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] can be widely enhanced and adjusted by considering their heterostructures that can either be stacked to form vertical multilayer heterostructures [11] [12] [13] , or they can be grown within a single material sheet into a lateral heterostructure [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The properties of pure or single phase crystalline materials are determined by the complex networks of microscopic defects and grains. In contrast, for many multiphase composite materials, macroscopic continuum models may provide sufficiently accurate predictions of many of their properties. This suggests that the role of their microscopic structure is less important. Nevertheless, for semiconductor heterostructures, as well as for vertical and lateral 2D heterostructures, the atomic-level structure of their phase interfaces plays a major role as said structures are miniaturized to the nanoscale where interfacial effects are important.
Predicting the atomic-level structure between two or more orientationally, structurally and elastically mismatched phases is particularly difficult. The number of possible atomic configurations is essentially endless and conventional atomistic modelling techniques cannot simultaneously reach all the length and time scales relevant to their formation. The more recently developed phase field crystal (PFC) method allows examination of long, diffusive time scales corresponding to the slow evolution of microstructures, and offers atomic-level spatial resolution up to mesoscopic length scales 18 . PFC models describe crystalline matter in terms of smooth, classical density fields n i of the different atomic species. The essential thermodynamic quantity is the free energy F [n i ] that is minimized by a periodic n i . PFC models have been extensively applied to study various complex systems and processes such as grain boundaries, vacancy diffusion, coarsening of polycrystals, heteroepitaxial growth, yield strength and fracture [18] [19] [20] [21] . In particular, multicomponent PFC models that explicitly incorporate multiple density fields n i coupled together, have been developed and applied to study crystal structures composed of multiple atomic species [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In this work we introduce spatially smoothed atomic density fields coupled to the atomic density fields n i that enables well-controlled phase separation and, therefore, facilitates modelling heterostructures and composite materials. Smoothed for controlling liquid/solid interface energies 29 . Here we apply this modelling approach to 2D heterostructures composed of multiple elements. We carry out a systematic investigation by varying model parameters one by one to determine their influence on the general behavior of the model. More specifically, we introduce mismatch in both the elastic moduli and the lattice constants between the two materials, as well as experiment with different couplings between the two density fields. Finally, we assess the model's suitability to study graphene-hexagonal boron nitride 2D heterostructures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II lays out and discusses the heterostructure model and gives some practical details of our calculations. Section III presents our investigation of the general properties of the model using binary heterostructures. Section IV assesses the model's suitability to modelling graphenehexagonal boron nitride lateral heterostructures. Finally, Sec. V summarizes the work.
II. HETEROSTRUCTURE MODEL
Phase field crystal (PFC) models are a family of continuum methods for multiscale modelling of polycrystalline materials and their complex microstructures. PFC models allow simultaneous access to both atomic and mesoscopic length scales, as well as to long, diffusive time scales. Formation and evolution of microstructures take place in this time regime. Conventional PFC models use a smooth, periodic density field n to describe crystalline systems. The length scale and lattice symmetries, as well as the elastic properties of the model can be matched with the target material. These properties are determined by a free energy functional F [n (r)] governing the energetics of the system. In the solid phase F is minimized by a periodic n whose symmetries depend on the formulation of F and average densityn 18, 30 . A PFC model can incorporate multiple density fields coupled together to allow the study of more complex structures. Such models have been applied to study multicomponent materials such as 2D hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) 26 .
In conventional multicomponent PFC models the periodically oscillating densities representing the solid phase of each component overlap and form interlocking, mixed lattices. To study heterostructures with well-controlled phase separation, we propose the following dimensionless free energy functional:
Here, the first sum contains the ideal contributions of the N density fields and the second, nested sum the contributions of the interactions between them. In the first sum, the quadratic and quartic terms comprise a doublewell potential, the cubic term acts similarly to a chemical potential and the gradient term gives rise to periodic solutions and elastic behavior. We refer the reader to Refs. 18,30-32 for a more in-depth discussion of PFC formulation. In the second sum, the quadratic and cubic terms are local couplings between the different density fields, whereas the rest are nonlocal terms. The model parameters and their roles are summarized in Table I. The term ij η i η j dr in Eq. (1) is the essential coupling responsible for controlled phase separation. This term can effectively driven i andn j apart in the same physical domain such that one corresponds to the disordered and the other to a crystalline phase in the phase diagram. The fields η i are spatially smoothed n i where the atomic-level structures have been filtered out defined as η i = G * n i . Here the asterisk denotes a convolution and G is a Gaussian smoothing kernel with the Fourier transformĜ (k) = e −|k| 2 /(2σ 2 ) . In the present work we found that σ = 0.2 corresponding to a length scale of approximately five lattice constants with ν i = 1 sufficiently smooths out the atomic-level structure. To enable atomistically sharp interfaces and, moreover, to keep the number of parameters to be tuned to a minimum, we did not consider values σ < 0.2. The influence of this coupling term is demonstrated in Sec. III A and its ability to drive phase separation is shown analytically in Appendix A.
In order to find the n i that minimize F , we used density conserving gradient descent given by
where α ij = α ji and similarly for the other parameters. The density conservation constraint is essential for stabilizing the heterostructures. Note that while t is called sometimes time, it is a relaxation parameter that is not related to real dynamics in this work. We solved Eq. (2) numerically using a semi-implicit spectral method described in Ref. 30 . This method allows computing the gradients and convolutions present in Eqs. (1) and (2) accurately and efficiently by using fast Fourier transform routines. Note that according to the convolution theorem, convolutions can be expressed as
where F −1 and the carets indicate inverse and forward Fourier transforms, respectively. The following upper bounds for spatial and temporal discretizations were used for all the calculations: ∆x = 0.75, ∆y = 0.75, and ∆t = 0.25.
Finally, we also used a model system size optimization algorithm 33 to eliminate strain in our bicrystalline model systems of heterostructures. We did not apply the method to polycrystalline systems, since we did not attempt to extract equilibrium densities from them or to analyze them quantitatively here.
III. BINARY HETEROSTRUCTURES
We begin by demonstrating some general properties of the present model for simple binary heterostructures with N = 2 and denote the two density fields by n 1 and n 2 . We vary certain model parameters to investigate their influence and will refer to the periodic or "crystalline regions" in n i by n We used simple model systems where we initialized both n 1 and n 2 roughly 50% crystalline and 50% disordered with average densitiesn
The initial structure for n (c) i was obtained using an inverted hexagonal one-mode approximation 34 . We also arranged n 2 have come to a full overlap forming a coexistence between a mixed and a disordered phase. Recall that n 1 and n 2 are coupled here only via η 1 and η 2 whereby the two atomic lattices do not interact. Consequently, the lattices can end up arbitrarily aligned such as here; see panel (c).
Next we considered polycrystalline heterostructures. The density fields n 1 and n 2 were initialized with white noise withn i = 0.35. With 12 = 0.2, a mixed phase emerges first, followed by delayed decomposition into the two separate crystalline phases. We, therefore, used 
B. Influence of αij
Next, we varied the quadratic coupling parameter α 12 to study its influence on the interfaces between the two crystalline phases and on the heterostructures as a whole. Here, we fix 12 = 1.0. We chose α 12 < 0 to achieve commensurate alignment of the two crystalline lattices at their interface to ensure the continuity of the underlying honeycomb lattice there. A side effect of this coupling is that it causes n j should be constrained to keep the two crystalline phases from mixing together. Indeed, the weak oscillations can be viewed as slight intermixing of the different atomic species. Intermixing is common in metallic alloys and in doped semiconductors and has been observed in lateral heterostructures of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride as well 35 .
While constrained by the amplitude of the weak oscillations induced, the magnitude of α 12 should be maximized to ensure continuity even for lattice-mismatched or misoriented interfaces. We optimized α 12 using bicrystalline heterostructures. We observed that the heterostructures are rendered unstable when α 12 = −0.1, but with α 12 = −0.03 they retain their stability while the amplitude of = 0.58. It is clear both from the visualization of the heterostructure as well as from the density profiles below it that the honeycomb lattice is highly continuous from one phase to the other. Furthermore, the interface is atomically sharp with an approximate width of two lattice constants.
We further demonstrated the influence of α 12 for polycrystalline heterostructures. We initialized n 1 and n 2 with white noise wheren i = 0.35. Figure 4 demonstrates a relaxed heterostructure. On a larger scale, the system resembles that shown in Fig. 2 (a) , but here the interfaces between the two crystalline phases are better ordered and more continuous. The width of the interfaces appears small for all misorientations. Note also the weak oscillations in n 
C. Influence of βi
The crystalline phase i is present where n (c) i and n
coincide. The elastic properties of said phase should be dictated by n i , but n j can have a minor contribution as well. We demonstrate here to what extent the elastic properties of the two crystalline phases can be controlled via β 1 and β 2 , the coefficients of the gradient terms in F responsible for elastic contribution. The ability to control the elastic stiffness of both phases separately is essential when modelling realistic heterostructures. Note that we show in Appendix B that the smoothed densities η i have a negligible elastic contribution.
The contribution from a uniform elastic deformation to the free energy density is given by
where ε x and ε y are the x and the y components of strain, and C 11 = C 22 and C 12 = C 21 are the stiffness coefficients. Furthermore, the bulk, shear and 2D Young's moduli, as well as Poisson's ratio are given by 
and
respectively 36 . We determined the elastic coefficients of the two crystalline phases separately by straining single-crystals of either phase in the small deformation limit. More precisely, we varied −0.002 ≤ ε x ≤ 0.002 and −0.002 ≤ ε y ≤ 0.002 independently. We fixed β 1 = 1.0, and varied 0.25 ≤ β 2 ≤ 4. For 0.9 ≤ β 2 ≤ 1.3, we used 12 = 1, but, for β 2 ≤ 0.7 (β 2 ≥ 2), we had to adjust 0.5 ≤ 12 ≤ 0.75 (1.5 ≤ 12 ≤ 2) to retain the stability of the heterostructures. We again used α 12 = −0.03 to include the weak oscillations. We determined the average densitiesn in equilibrium by relaxing bicrystalline heterostructures and by extracting the average densities from the middle of the crystalline phases. Figure 5 shows the 2D Young's modulus as a function of β 2 for both crystalline phases. For crystalline phase 1, the modulus is essentially unaffected by β 2 , i.e., the corresponding linear fit has a negligible slope. In contrast, the modulus for the crystalline phase 2 is linearly proportional to β 2 with a slope of 0.17. Independent control of the elastic stiffness of either of the crystalline phases appears straightforward. In addition, for each value of β 2 , we observed C 12 ≈ C 11 /3, whereby ν ≈ 1/3. This is a feature common to many simple PFC models 33 . Finally, we compared the numerical results against an analytical prediction 30 where for one crystalline phase
with an amplitude
Here, C 11 is given simply as a sum over the individual density fields. The values obtained for Y 2D using the analytical expressions above are also plotted in Fig. 5 for the crystalline phase 2. The numerical and analytical results are in very good agreement. Note that the amplitude of the weak oscillations in the crystalline phase 1 is roughly an order of magnitude lower than that of the oscillations in the crystalline phase 2. Since C 11 ∝ φ 2 i , the influence of these oscillations is negligible. The markers give the actual data and the lines are optimal linear fits. The slope for the second fit is 0.17. The analytical prediction obtained for the crystalline phase 2 using the analytical expressions for the stiffness coefficients C11 and C12 [Eqs. (8) - (10)] is plotted using solid black markers. As a final demonstration of our model for binary heterostructures, we introduced lattice mismatch between the two crystalline phases via ν i = 1/λ i . We fixed λ 1 = 1.0 and varied λ 2 through values 1.05, 1.1 and 1.2. We ensured the stability of the heterostructures by choosing 12 = 0.9, 0.75 and 0.5, respectively, and by setting α 12 = −0.03. Here β i = 1.0 for simplicity.
We first considered bicrystalline model systems either with different permutations of armchair and zigzag edges along the interface or with symmetrically tilted crystals with a tilt angle 2θ = θ − (−θ), where 5.5
• ≤ 2θ ≤ 55.8
• . We considered two different strains. For unstrained systems, the periodicities of both bicrystal halves were matched separately with the periodic domain whereby the lattice mismatch is accommodated by misfit dislocations. For strained systems, both bicrystal halves were initialized with an average lattice constant and were again matched with the domain whereby the lattice mismatch is accommodated via elastic deformation. The average densities for the different strain and mismatch cases are given in Table II . Note that said densities were chosen to yield an approximate 1:1 coexistence between the two crystalline phases. For reference, we considered here also λ 2 = 1.0 with 12 = 1.0.
Overall, the phase interfaces obtained displayed welldefined structures. While misorientation and lattice mismatch introduce defects, extensively fuzzy and ill-defined structures are rare. In addition, the vast majority of the highly strained systems remained stable during relaxation. Figure 6 offers a representative sample of the structures obtained and shows a comparison between different strain and mismatch cases.
The first row of panels in Fig. 6 demonstrates zeromisorientation armchair-armchair interfaces between lattices of varying mismatch. We observed perfect hexagonal order for the reference and strained cases. Indeed, the strained heterostructures retained their stability without experiencing any stress-relieving reconstructions such as via subsequent nucleation, creation and annihilation of dislocations. In the unstrained structures, we observed periodic arrays of point-like misfit dislocations along the interface. We obtained similar structures for zigzagzigzag interfaces.
The second row of panels in Fig. 6 gives lowmisorientation interfaces between symmetrically tilted lattices of varying mismatch. Here, the tilt angle 2θ ≈ 51.4
• . All structures display fairly periodic arrays of dislocations. For corresponding graphene grain boundaries, alternatingly slanted dislocations are expected 33, 37 . For the reference structure, the highly symmetric initial state used has lead to extended defect structures without such symmetry breaking. The low-strain structure with λ 2 = 1.05 indeed displays alternatingly slanted dislocations, whereas the high-strain structure with λ 2 = 1.2 again does not, due to having achieved some strain-relief via annihilations of dislocations. The unstrained structures appear very similar to the corresponding strained ones.
The third row of panels in Fig. 6 depicts highmisorientation armchair-zigzag interfaces between lattices of varying mismatch. Despite the extreme misorientation between the two crystalline phases, the present model performs well in stitching them together with rather well-defined atomic-level structures. In fact, the lattice-mismatched structures do not appear visibly fuzzier than the reference.
Finally, we simulated the growth of polycrystalline heterostructures with the aforementioned lattice mismatches. The density fields were initialized with white noise Figure 7 gives examples of the lattice-mismatched polycrystalline heterostructures obtained. Despite the various misorientations between the two crystalline phases at their interfaces, the model performs well in localizing the mismatch into point-like dislocations. Some interfaces, especially those with larger mismatch, appear somewhat diffuse, but are well comparable to some singlephase PFC grain boundaries; cf. Ref. 38 , for example. For the cases with λ 2 = 1.05 and λ 2 = 1.1, the mismatch is minor and the interfaces appear highly continuous; see panels (a) and (b), respectively. There are a number of dislocations along the interfaces in both heterostructures, but many are due to lattice misorientation. For the case with λ 2 = 1.2, the interfaces are still fairly con-
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IG. 6. Collage of interface structures for different lattice mismatches, strains and misorientations. The left hand side of each panel reveals the distribution of the two crystalline phases, and the right hand side represents the heterostructure by m = n1 + n2 for a clearer illustration of the atomic level structure. Note that in many cases only a small part of the total length of the interface modeled is shown. The first column of panels gives reference (R) structures with no lattice mismatch between the two phases. The next two columns give strained (S) structures where the mismatch is accommodated by elastic deformation. The last two columns give unstrained (U) structures where the mismatch is accommodated by misfit dislocations. The mismatch for each column is indicated via λ2 = 1/ν2. The first row of panels gives structures with zero-misorientation armchair-armchair (AC-AC) interfaces. The second row depicts low-misorientation tilt interfaces with 2θ ≈ 51.4
• . The third row demonstrates high-misorientation armchair-zigzag (AC-ZZ) interfaces.
tinuous, but display several regions with somewhat fuzzy features; see panel (c). These regions seem to coincide with greater interfacial curvature. Last, it also appears that the mobility of the interfaces decreases with increasing mismatch. This is evident from the noticeably smaller domain sizes in the heterostructure with λ 2 = 1.2; note that all three have been relaxed for the same 250 000 time units.
IV. APPLICATION TO LATERAL GRAPHENE-HEXAGONAL BORON NITRIDE HETEROSTRUCTURES
In this section, we consider a three-component model for lateral 2D heterostructures between graphene and h-BN (G-h-BN). We focus here on demonstrating the suitability of the model to qualitative modelling of G-h-BN. Finding optimal model parameters for quantitatively ac- curate modelling of G-h-BN (involving, e.g., fitting to interfacial formation energies) will be presented in future work.
A. Model requirements and parameters
To model G-h-BN, we set N = 3 and chose to model the graphene phase with n 3 . The parameters for n 2 , n 3 and their mutual couplings were adopted from Ref. 26 . The other parameters were chosen by trial and error by varying them one at a time. We use the following criteria, guiding principles and simplifying assumptions:
• Start by choosing parameters for n 1 that are similar to those for n 2 and n 3 .
• Assume that boron and nitrogen atoms are interchangeable, i.e., F (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) = F (n 1 , n 3 , n 2 ).
• Match the relative Young's moduli and lattice constants to the experimentally and theoretically determined values Y h-BN /Y G ≈ 0.87 39,40 and a h-BN /a G ≈ 1.018 [41] [42] [43] , respectively.
• Require sharp, continuous interfaces and faceted crystal shapes 15, 35, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] .
• Retain the stability of the heterostructures and limit the amplitude of weak oscillations. 
0.0 1.018 1.018 n distribution of the two phases and a representation of the same structure by m = n 1 + n 2 + n 3 for a clearer illustration of the atomic-level structure. Note that in the latter the h-BN phase appears brighter facilitating identification of the two phases in such figures. The interface displays perfect hexagonal order and is again atomistically sharp. Panel (b) gives the profiles of n i and η i along the horizontal periodic edge of the system and shows that the amplitude of the weak oscillations is small. Note that in contrast to the binary heterostructures considered in Sec. III, here the average densitiesn 2 andn 3 are negative. Figure 9 demonstrates a large polycrystalline G-h-BN system grown from white noise wheren i = [n Despite the various misorientations present in the system, the structure of the interfaces is overall well-defined, excluding few fuzzy patches. Panels (d) and (e) show n 1 and n 2 , respectively. Both appear faceted and have sharp interfaces with a primary (secondary) preference for the zigzag (armchair) direction. Weak oscillations are also visible in both panels.
The coarsening of G-h-BN was found slow with the present model and set of parameters. Moreover, concurrent nucleation and growth is not how said heterostructures are produced in practice [14] [15] [16] [17] . We demonstrated preparing more realistic model systems of random polycrystalline G-h-BN with larger phase domain and grain sizes. For initialization, we used Voronoi grain structures with random seed points, crystal orientations and phases 10 and relaxed for 25 000 time units for local relaxation of the interfaces and grain boundaries. Figure  10 gives an overview of one such system where the initial, large-scale Voronoi structure has remained essentially unchanged as shown by the coarse-grained depiction of the system in panel (a). Panels (b) -(e) show the total density m illustrating the atomic level structure of selected interfaces and boundaries. Panel (b) displays two triple junctions, one within h-BN and the other between graphene and h-BN, connected by an inversion boundary within h-BN. In h-BN, an inversion boundary is formed between two crystals with a misorientation of 60
• as the ordering of boron and nitrogen becomes inverted in one crystal with respect to the other 10, 26 . The interfaces between graphene and h-BN have small-to-intermediate misorientations, whereas the grain boundaries within h-BN are large-angle boundaries. The interfaces and grain boundaries appear disordered but have fairly well-defined atomic level structures. The inversion boundary is formed by a perfect 4|8 chain as expected 26, 49 . Panels (c) -(e) show longer interfaces between graphene and h-BN: (c) a large-misorientation interface, (d) a small-misorientation zigzag interface and (e) a small-misorientation armchair interface. While the large-angle interface shown in panel (c) appears disordered, all interfaces display well-defined atomic level structures.
C. Interface energies
Finally, we investigated the relative stability of G-h-BN interfaces in different lattice directions by studying their formation energies. We considered 12 different interface angles 0
• ≤ θ ≤ 30
• , where θ = 0 • corresponds to armchair and θ = 30
• to zigzag interfaces. For simplicity, we considered here only strained configurations with perfect honeycomb order and no misfit dislocations along the interfaces (see Fig. 11 for an example) to avoid very large system sizes. We assumed all interfaces to be composed of zigzag and armchair segments as shown in Fig. 11 . The model appears to yield stepped interfaces, typically with minimal segment lengths L ZZ and L AC . Interfaces initialized with longer segments are also at least metastable. Assuming a sufficiently large bicrystalline heterostructure with dimensions L ⊥ perpendicular and L parallel to the two interfaces, the total formation energy of the system can be written as
where f is the free energy density per unit area obtained by evaluating Eq. (1) and by dividing by the total area, and f * = xf G + (1 − x) f h-BN is the effective free energy density per unit area given by the equilibrium bulk free energy densities of the two phases weighted by their area fractions x and 1 − x. Note that we fixed x ≈ 0.5 by fixingn i = ±0.485 and by initializing the two phases with equal or very close to equal areas. Here γ is the average formation energy of the interface per unit length (two interfaces appear here; one has C-B and the other C-N bonds along its zigzag segment) and δ is the average formation energy of a vertex (each system has a total of four vertices; two are convex and the other two concave with respect to one of the two constituents).
The energy terms f * , γ and δ can be obtained by fitting Eq. (11) to simulation data using the method of least squares. For each interface angle considered, we varied
0 is the minimal L that satisfies periodic boundary conditions, n = 1, 2, . . . , 5; and m = 1, 2, . . . , 8. For each combination of L ⊥ , L , we initialized a corresponding bicrystalline heterostructure with segmented interfaces, relaxed it, extracted the final f, L ⊥ and L 50 , and fitted Eq. (11) to these data. Outliers in the data and visually divergent configurations were excluded from the analysis. We determined γ and δ for long segment lengths with large m. In practice, we fitted to data points unaffected by nonlinear finite-size effects where typically n, m > 1. In addition, we considered minimal segment lengths with m = 1 (and L hence a constant), i.e., interfaces with the maximal packing density of vertices. In this case the vertex energy needs to be absorbed into the interface energy as they cannot be separated without varying L . This gives the scaling relation
where γ * = γ + 2δ/L . This scaling relation is onedimensional. Note that for long segment lengths the energy contribution of the vertices is negligible γ 2δ/L , and hence γ * ≈ γ. In the limit of long segment lengths, one can derive an analytical expression for γ as a sum of the two segments' individual contributions. Since the angle between the zigzag and armchair segments is 150
• , and as we know θ and L , simple geometrical considerations give
where γ ZZ = γ (θ = 30 • ) and γ AC = γ (θ = 0 • ) are the interface energies of pure zigzag and armchair interfaces, respectively. Figure 12 shows the dimensionless interface γ and vertex energies δ as a function of the interface angle θ. All error bars are given by two-sigma confidence intervals. In the limit of long segment lengths, the numerical data for γ agrees well with the analytical expression given by Eq. (13) predicting a maximal interface energy at θ ≈ 10
• . One should note that both the zigzag and armchair interfaces have a locally minimal interface energy with respect to the interface angle. In this case the zigzag interface has the lower energy. This is consistent with a number of experimental findings 35, 44, [46] [47] [48] 52 , reporting a preference towards zigzag interfaces. The dominance of zigzag interfaces can be explained by the growth process: zigzag-faceted crystals of one phase are typically formed first and serve as seeds for the subsequent growth of the second phase. The thermodynamic stability of the zigzag interfaces has also been verified computationally using density functional (DFT) theory 44, 48, 53 . A contradictory preference for armchair interfaces has also been reported by some DFT studies 54, 55 . Figure 12 also gives the interface energy for interfaces with minimal segment lengths (m = 1), i.e., interfaces with the maximal packing density of vertices. Again, the zigzag direction yields the lowest energy. However, here γ is approximately constant for θ ≤ 15
• and decreases with θ for θ ≥ 30
• . There are two data points with significantly larger error bars. For these cases, the scaling is not as linear as for the other interface angles despite visually ideal configurations. It appears that interfaces with minimal segment lengths have lower formation energies in general. Figure 12 also shows that the vertex energy δ is zero for both zigzag and armchair directions where there are no vertices. For the intermediate directions, δ is found slightly negative and roughly constant. This explains why the formation energy is generally lower for interfaces with more vertices. A negative δ is possible, since the vertices cannot exist independently of the segments whose γ > 0. Furthermore, interfaces with long segment lengths proved stable as the highly symmetric initial states provided insufficient driving force to overcome the energy barriers for nucleating more vertices. Related point defects, triple junctions between grain boundaries, have also been shown to display negative formation energies [56] [57] [58] .
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have introduced an efficient and flexible phase field crystal model intended for studying heterostructures or composite materials for the general case of N atomic species. This model allows well-controlled phase separation via the use of smoothed density fields. The lattice symmetries and the length scale, as well as the elastic properties, of the individual phases can be controlled readily. This model offers a straightforward approach to modelling systems with multiple ordered phases.
We have carried out a comprehensive demonstration of the model's properties using simple 2D binary systems. More specifically, we have varied several model parameters independently to investigate their influence on phase separation, on the atomic-level structure and order of the phase interfaces and on the elastic properties of the two phases. A lattice constant mismatch between the two phases results in disordered but generally well-connected interfacial configurations. The elastic properties of the two phases can be controlled independently and robustly. We have also demonstrated the applicability of this model by considering graphenehexagonal boron nitride lateral heterostructures (G-h-BN). We have shown that the model can reproduce many of the features of G-h-BN, such as the relative lattice constants and Young's moduli of the two phases, as well as continuous interfaces with a preference for zigzag and armchair directions. We have also demonstrated how to model large, complex G-h-BN microstructures.
One obvious extension to this study would be to further optimize the model parameters used for G-h-BN. While we have matched the relative lattice constants and Young's moduli approximately to their experimental values, most model parameters were either adopted from previous works or were chosen on qualitative grounds. Especially the coupling coefficients in the model could be fitted by matching the structure and formation energy of phase interfaces to corresponding results from atomistic calculations. The different chemical affinities between carbon and boron, and carbon and nitrogen, in particular, could be incorporated to the model via these parameters. In addition, structural or other more sophisticated PFC models could be incorporated to the model by replacing the terms in the energy F proportional to β i and β ij with convolution kernels for more accurate material description or to allow a broader range of lattice symmetries. Although here we have focused on the 2D case for conceptual simplicity, the model is also applicable to 3D problems, where various nanoscale heterostructures and mesoscopic multiphase microstructures or composite materials could be considered. Constraining the coupling between the different lattices to their mutual interfaces could facilitate eliminating the occasional fuzzy structures without amplifying the weak oscillations. Achieving this without making the equations of motion significantly more complicated is a topic for future work. where X is the component label A or B and i ∈ {d, c} corresponding to disordered and crystalline phases. We define V (X) as the volume (area) of set X. A diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. A . The system is set up such that
. This can be done by choosing the overall number of constituents A and B correctly. Now the energy contribution from Eq. (A1) is
Any set Y ⊂ Ω can be divided such that
because X l and X s split Ω. From this it follows that
Moreover,
The components A and B have a similar phase diagram in the sense that either
From this it follows that (η
Therefore, at the ground state V (A c ∩ B c ) = 0. This shows that F is minimized when different phases of the different components appear together.
is maximized and the crystalline phases of the constituents overlap.
Appendix B: Elastic effects due to smoothed density fields
In this Appendix we will study the non-local effects due to the introduction of the smoothed number density fields η X (X ∈ {A, B} ) in F (Eq. (1) ) The smoothed number densities appear in the term
that might contribute to excess elastic energy if the system is deformed. Throughout this section we assume ν i = 1. This sets the length scale of the bulk oscillations of the density fields. The smoothed fields are defined as
This convolution gives rise to non-local self-interactions. Letf
be the Fourier transform of f (x). Now the inverse 2D transform is
The energy F ct can be written in terms of the Fourier transforms as
by using the Plancherel theorem. Hereη * A is the complex conjugate ofη A . The fieldsη X (X ∈ {A, B} ) can be easily expressed using the convolution theorem aŝ
whereĜ is the Fourier transform of the Gaussian convolution kernel, also a Gaussian
Here k = |k| and γ gives the length scale of the smoothing. Notice thatĜ is real. Now
We consider deformations of the form k − p(k), with |p| |k|. As an example, for a uniform compression of 5% , p ≈ 0.05k. Now F ct becomes
Making a change of variables k → k + p gives
where ν is the change in the volume element that is given by the determinant of the Jacobian I + ∇p. The fieldsn X have non-zero structure at the nearest neighbor length scale (PFC fluctuations) and close to k = 0 (order-disorder boundaries). The length scale given by 1/k = 1 corresponds to nearest neighbor distance of the PFC lattice and γ is chosen such thatĜ(k = 1) 1 implying that deformations at this length scale do not contribute to F ct . We will investigate the other important regime, where k is small. Let F ct = dk f ct . Expandinĝ G around k gives Here we have used the fact that for small p, ν ≈ 1 + ∇ · p and assume that the part proportional to ∇ · p is much smaller than unity. Also, the system is initially in equilibrium implying thatĜ(k + p) 2 has to be expanded up to second order. Now the excess part of the energy at k is
In order to calculate the contribution to the excess elastic energy due to an interface, we assume thatn A andn B vary only in one direction and are peaked around k = 0. Furthermore, we can estimaten * An B < φ 2 , where φ is the amplitude of the one-mode oscillations in the crystal. More preciselŷ n * A (k)n B (k) = 2πδ(k y )n * A (k x )n B (k x )(k) < 2πδ(k y )φ 2 .
The Fourier amplitudes due to the interfaces should be significantly smaller than the Fourier amplitude of the bulk oscillations. The excess energy ∆f ct is maximized for parallel k and p. Let us assume that p(k) < δk x , where k x is the component of k parallel to the interface and δ is small. Now we can estimate the contribution of the interface per interface length as
We can compare ∆f int ct to the bulk elastic excess energy. The bulk elastic energy density due to component A is
where Ω is a compact domain that is taken to infinity and V Ω is its area. We consider the contribution of the bulk oscillations and set
where q j are the principal reciprocal lattice vectors with q j = 1. Nown
We evaluate f el in Fourier space as
where L(k) = (1 − k 2 ) (B15) is the Fourier transform of the pattern forming operator (1 + ∇ 2 ). We repeat the earlier calculation by replacinĝ G withL. We use
Up to second order in p
Let us consider small linear deformations with p(k) = δJk, with some matrix J with squared eigenvalues λ 
In order to compare with ∆f int ct of Eq. (B10), ∆f el needs to be multiplied by the thickness of the interface, which we assume to be two lattice constants a = 4π/ √ 3. This gives
Inserting β A = 1, AB = 1 we get an estimate
which proves that the contribution of the smoothing term to the elastic excitation energies is insignificant.
